Taos Physical Therapy is a dynamic practice in Taos, New Mexico and has an opening for a full time Staff Physical Therapist.

Taos Physical Therapy is a very progressive outpatient practice utilizing evidence based medicine with a team oriented approach and offers the right candidate an opportunity to advance professionally in a continual learning environment. Our practice uses a strong manual therapy emphasis. We value and reward hard work and productivity and offer mentoring and support specialization and advancement. As we grow, the right candidate will have an opportunity to grow with us. We offer health insurance, matching retirement (after one year of employment), 3 weeks paid vacation, 6 paid holidays and a productivity based bonus program. Salary is dependent on qualifications.

PLEASE NOTE: Due to insurance credentialing time frames it may take up to 4 months from the acceptance of employment offer to the beginning of work. Applicants will need to complete our standard application in addition to submitting a professional resume. A minimum of 3 professional references is required. Prior to employment offers, applicants will need NM Licensure and be able to pass a drug test, background check and credit check.

Taos is a very diverse community with a population of 5,200 but has over a million visitors a year. The result is a small town friendly atmosphere with many cosmopolitan amenities! Taos’ unique community includes the Taos Pueblo, a living World Heritage Site; Kit Carson National Forest and Wheeler Peak Wilderness Area; Taos Ski Valley – offering some of the Nation’s best skiing and snowboarding with three other ski areas within 40 minutes’ drive; the Rio Grande Gorge offering the famous “Taos Box” white water rafting; and rich and deep cultural offerings as a long standing Art Colony which was and is home to many famous artists.

Interested applicants should email their resumes to sara@taosphysicaltherapy.com

***Taos PT is an equal opportunity employer***
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – Minnesota
Acute Care – All floors, trained in all specialties – all ages
Excellent mentorship and training from a team over 40 PTs
Start your career at top level treating a variety of specialties!
BEST Hospital to work for
State-of-the-art technology and highest level of healthcare professionals

Overview:
Non-Profit Organization – the focus is patient care
  • PTs work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
  • See the entire patient care plan
  • Cover all floors; treat a variety of patient diagnosis such as Critical Care, Surgery, Telemetry, Post Op, Ortho, Neuro – wide range of ages
  • One-on-One treatment; evaluate, subsequent treatments, recommendations
  • Participate in the newly developed PT program for the overnight joint patients
  • EPIC – which is the most progress electronic health records

Rehab Team:
  o 40 PTs and PTAs...plus 34 OTs and COTAs... plus 15 SLPs
  o Many board-certified

Compensation: high comp for this very affordable cost of living
Salary Range starts at ~$70,000
  • Onsite Interview Expenses paid
  • $5,000 Sign-On Bonus plus, a Relocation Package
  • Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums
  • Continuing Education: Annual $1,500/therapist

Location: An increasing population which has tripled in the past years. Unlimited outdoor recreation all year in a city with the cost of housing below the national average. Always something fun to do with amazing arts, taverns with live music, restaurants of all types, natural beauty with lakes and forest trails, swimming, many parks plus dog parks, markets, holiday parades/festivities, organized adult sports, numerous youth activities, tons of fishing options, community pools with aquatic programs, and always weekly concerts. Highly-rated schools, plus Universities and Colleges. Cycling and running paths in a bike friendly community! Cross country and downhill skiing.

Please reach out for full details.

Patty Wyatt - patty@clinipost.com / direct 469.626.5161 / www.clinipost.com

CLINIPost
Medical Healthcare Search Firm
Taos Physical Therapy is a dynamic practice in Taos, New Mexico and has an opening for a full time Staff Physical Therapist.

Taos Physical Therapy is a very progressive outpatient practice utilizing evidence based medicine with a team oriented approach and offers the right candidate an opportunity to advance professionally in a continual learning environment. Our practice uses a strong manual therapy emphasis. We value and reward hard work and productivity and offer mentoring and support specialization and advancement. As we grow, the right candidate will have an opportunity to grow with us. We offer health insurance, matching retirement (after one year of employment), 3 weeks paid vacation, 6 paid holidays and a productivity based bonus program. Salary is dependent on qualifications.

PLEASE NOTE: Due to insurance credentialing time frames it may take up to 4 months from the acceptance of employment offer to the beginning of work. Applicants will need to complete our standard application in addition to submitting a professional resume. A minimum of 3 professional references is required. Prior to employment offers, applicants will need NM Licensure and be able to pass a drug test, background check and credit check.

Taos is a very diverse community with a population of 5,200 but has over a million visitors a year. The result is a small town friendly atmosphere with many cosmopolitan amenities! Taos’ unique community includes the Taos Pueblo, a living World Heritage Site; Kit Carson National Forest and Wheeler Peak Wilderness Area; Taos Ski Valley – offering some of the Nation’s best skiing and snowboarding with three other ski areas within 40 minutes’ drive; the Rio Grande Gorge offering the famous “Taos Box” white water rafting; and rich and deep cultural offerings as a long standing Art Colony which was and is home to many famous artists.

Interested applicants should email their resumes to sara@taosphysicaltherapy.com

***Taos PT is an equal opportunity employer***
Hi all,
I have a CTD req open for my South Tulsa (Mingo) OK location.
Thanks!

As a Center Therapy Director with Concentra, you will have the opportunity to positively shape health care in your community. Working in concert with medical and operational professionals, you will provide needed therapy interventions to injured individuals

Pave a unique career path full of new opportunities and join Concentra. Receive top-of-the-line education and training that will lead you towards newfound personal growth and long-term career success. Apply to Concentra today!

Your creative problem solving, intuitive business sense and drive for results, working with Concentra’s Best in Class injury management system will provide the highest quality of therapy and outcomes to your patients. You will have the opportunity to work with the Center Leadership team to grow your business by championing Concentra’s early intervention model in the acute rehabilitation of injured individuals.

WORK ENVIRONMENT AND CONDITIONS:

Clinical environment

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Bachelor of Science or advanced degree in Physical Therapy
Must meet licensure requirements of jurisdiction
Manual Therapy experience

BENEFITS SUMMARY:

Sponsorship in The Manual Therapy Fellowship Program
CME Allowance/Time
401(k) with Employer Match
Medical/Vision/Prescription/Dental Plans
Life Insurance/Disability
Paid Time Off/Holidays
Colleague Referral Bonus Program
Medical Malpractice Coverage

If you’re looking for an organization that cares for your growth and well-being as much it does its patients, Apply Today!
This job requires access to confidential and sensitive information, requiring ongoing discretion and secure information management.

Concentra is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/Disability/Veteran.

EOE Statement
Concentra is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer committed to cultural diversity in the workforce.

Concentra's Data Protection Commitment

Concentra is committed to protecting patient data and to ensuring the privacy of personal and medical information.

Every Concentra colleague has the responsibility to adhere to data protection principles.

If a colleague's role includes handling or processing sensitive data, role-specific policies and requirements apply to ensure the protection of patient information.

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain CONFIDENTIAL material. If you receive this material/information in error, please contact the sender and delete or destroy the material/information.
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – 100% Acute Care - Minneapolis Trauma Hospital

Supportive mentorship for new graduates and cross-training

Enjoy freedom to develop innovative care plans

The range of clinically challenging programs will provide you with the broad exposure you expect and enhance your growth potential. The most progressive methodologies.

Overview:
- PTs have support of rehab orderly to prepare schedules and work as a support system.
- Collaboration with interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
- All acute floors; a variety of patient diagnosis such as Critical Care, Surgery, Telemetry, Post Op, Ortho, Neuro, Wound, plus others
- One on One treatment with patients
- New group therapy for the overnight joint patients
- Epic software

Rehab Team:
- Team environment:
  - 35 PTs and PTAs...plus 34 OTs and COTAs... plus 15 SLPs

Compensation:
Salary Range >$60,000 - $100,000/year
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid
- Sign-On Bonus $5,000
- Plus, Relocation Package
- Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums
- Continuing Education: Annual $1,500/therapist

Live in the quieter suburbs or in the city:
Nearby to big city Metropolitan location with an abundance of amenities
- A destination for arts and music, entertainment and leisure activities. Downtown hosts museums, symphonies, theaters. Virtually every type of shopping imaginable. Walkable downtown with shops, restaurants.
- Nearby suburbs have dog parks, markets, holiday parades/festivities, organized adult sports, numerous youth activities, tons of fishing options, community pools and aquatic programs, and weekly concerts.

For consideration and/or full details of, please email resume to:
patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CliniPost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST

Primarily Outpatient with occasional acute care

Cross-Training & Mentorship

Ideal Outdoor Recreational location in IDAHO!

Non-Profit Organization
model of excellence providing patient-centered care

Overview:
• Work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
• Primarily outpatient:
  o Ortho, General, Wound, Sports, Students from school sport teams
• Smaller portion of inpatient acute care
• Provide One on One treatment
• Schedule: M-F Days (rotating weekend)
• Epic software

Rehab: 5 PTs
• Team environment; very supportive and flexible with schedules

Compensation: Very competitive salary range up to $90,00’s; contact for details
• Onsite Interview Expenses paid
• Sign-On Bonus / Relocation Package
• Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums

Beautiful Idaho: a ton to offer all year long! Unlimited outdoor recreation. Hiking, miles of mountain biking, skiing, hunting, fishing, white water rafting, jet boarding, canoeing, kayaking, ATV, backpacking. Businesses are flourishing in Idaho; so many well-known companies have relocated to Idaho because of its business-friendly environment and low tax rates. It’s a thriving neighborhood with more offerings and amenities than ever before. With more than 100 golf courses amongst the gorgeous Idaho landscape, it’s easy to find a course with the scenery and challenge you’re looking for. Once you come to the area, you never want to leave this affordable cost of living and great quality of life. Live, work and have fun all in the same area.

For consideration and/or full details of, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CliniPost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Duluth, Minnesota
Mentorship and cross-training in all settings

Work in all settings with option to focus in a specialized area
Acute Care - Outpatient Adults - Outpatient Pediatrics - Long Term Care (LTC beds are attached to the acute care hospital) - & even Home Health training

The Acute Care Hospital
- Rehab is newly remodeled ...absolutely beautiful. All brand new.

Outpatient Adult Rehab
- Newly remodeled, private treatment rooms and exercise room loaded with equipment

Outpatient Pediatrics:
- The Pediatric Suite has a Wall, Ropes, Swing, Sensory Room, Fine Motor Room
- Private Treatment Rooms --- Parent/Caregiver involvement
- There are 48 regularly seen pediatric patients; in addition to other new patients
- Age 2-18 years old; Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Genetic, Developmental Delays, ADHD...

General Info:
- A fabulous Director of Rehab that encourages you to develop programs in any areas of interest – you can really grow here with creating and implementing new ideas/programs.
- Seeking therapists that are pro-growth and can eventually build new programming – room to grow the Geriatric and Pediatric programs... or whatever you are passionate about
- 6-8 patients per day; therapists make the call as to amount of time for each patient
- Team-oriented rehab group:
  o 3 PT, 4 PTA, 5 OT, 2 COTA, 3 SLP
  o Board Certifications of staff: Sensory Integration, Sports Rehab, Lymphedema, Orthopaedics, SLP LOUD program, Incontinence

Mentorship: We have a very energetic team that love to teach/mentor! Many of our therapists also came on board as new graduates, and now they are mentors along with Director of Rehab

Schedule: Flexible 4 10s or 5 8s per week -- rare weekend

Compensation:
- Up to ~$41/hour plus a Sign On Bonus, & Continuing Education for Certifications, Courses, Conferences – additional Relocation Package

Beautiful Great Lakes location:
Highly-desired city with arts and culture; a young vibrant community is growing here. The outdoors has a lot to offer with many parks, so many trails, fishing, and sailing; plus, there are a lot of cycling/running trails within the rivers, creeks, and lakes. Also, are nearby Ski Clubs with lodging. There are choices of colleges/universities. All the amenities of large metropolitan city; a great place to live and visit with nightlife, dining, & shopping.

For consideration and/or full details of, please email resume to: patty@clini-post.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CliniPost.com
Independence Rehab has a fantastic opportunity for a Physical Therapist looking to work in Bridgeport Connecticut. Watermark at 3030 park is a beautiful facility that has received a 5 star rating. It is located at 3030 Park Avenue in Bridgeport Connecticut. The facility has Independent, Assisted, Skilled and short term rehab. You would have the opportunity to work with a fantastic rehab team with great opportunities for advancement. Independence Rehab is a great company to work for. We have grown at an average rate of 25% every year since we opened. We are also proud of our extremely low 4% turnover rate. Independence Rehab offers a competitive salary, comprehensive benefits, a matching 401K plan, and a 100% company paid continuing education plan. All levels of experience are welcome to apply. If you know anyone who might be interested, please forward it to them. I appreciate your help! I look forward to communicating with all of you!

Chris Hamilton
Corporate Recruiter
Independence Rehab
5314 N River Run Drive Ste. 140
Provo, Utah 84604
chamilton@indrehab.com
O: 801-471-0111
C: 801-228-8944
F: 801-426-4953
We are Growing! And looking for Physical Therapists! And Student PTs interested in a Hand Therapy clinical affiliation!

Check us out at teammovementforlife.com or click here to apply online!

For more information, contact our PT Talent Guru Rebeccah Weber at opportunities@movementforlife.com or 805.242.8483
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – 100% Acute Care
Gorgeous Suburb of Minneapolis, Minnesota

Expand your knowledge with Cross-Training in a very progressive acute care hospital! Non-Profit Organization – they are a model of excellence providing patient-centered care

If you want to work on a very large Rehab Team (acute care) and be in a progressive organization...this is that position:

Overview:

- Opportunity to work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
- Rotate on all floors; it’s a variety of patient diagnosis such as Critical Care, Surgery, Telemetry, Post Op, Ortho, Neuro, plus others
- Provide One on One treatment
- Be a part of our new Group Therapy for our overnight joint patients; growing orthopedic program
- We value our PTs’ time: we have rehab orderly preparing schedules and working as a support system for our therapists
- Evaluate a patient's strength, range of motion, balance, endurance, and functional mobility, such as getting into and out of bed, transferring, walking, and stair climbing
- Perform subsequent treatments with same patients; follow your patients’ progress
- Make recommendations for any durable medical equipment that a patient may need to be safe at home (cane, crutches, walker, wheelchair, etc.) and for follow-up therapy.
- Evaluate wheelchair skills when appropriate
- EPIC

Rehab Team:

- Join a dedicated rehab team who truly support each other. Work in a team environment; very supportive and flexible with schedules
  - 35 PTs and PTAs…plus 34 OTs and COTAs… plus 15 SLPs

Compensation:

Salary Range up to ~$100,000/year
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid
- Sign-On Bonus
- Relocation Package
- Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums
- Continuing Education: Annual $1,500/therapist

Ideal Location: a ton to offer all year long! Amazing arts, nightlife, large malls, many restaurants, natural beauty, nearby huge swimming beach, dog parks, markets, holiday parades/festivities, organized adult sports, numerous youth activities offered, tons of fishing options, community pools and aquatic programs, and weekly concerts in downtown.

For consideration and/or full details, please email resume or contact: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – Inpatient Acute Care & Outpatient
~200 acute care beds
Serving West Texas region
A quickly growing region which has become very popular in the recent years

Due to growth, we have a 2 PT openings:
1) Acute Care, plus work on Joint Replacement Team - INPATIENT
   • Work with a hand-picked, motivating team of 4 Orthopedic Surgeons, nurses, and technicians who specialize in Joint Replacement – become a member of this specially trained Knee & Hip replacement team
   • PT will hold group exercise sessions for joint replacement patients
   • Meet regularly with the interdisciplinary team to maintain excellence in service to the joint replacement patients
   • In addition to the Joint Replacement Team, also provide physical therapy services to other floors such as critical care, surgery, telemetry, & neuro
   • Rehab Team consists of PTs, OTs, Speech that are a close knit, friendly group

2) We also have a combination of Inpatient Acute Care & Outpatient

Schedule:
   • 4 10-hour days/week…or…8:00-5:00 M-F with rotating weekends, generally one weekend per month, and more rarely two per month

Compensation:
   • Starting hourly is in the mid $30’s per hour for a new graduate
   • There will be a substantial Sign On Bonus / Relocation package
   • Always providing support for continuing education
   • Comprehensive Benefits Package

Location: West Texas living!
Cost of Living is much lower in this very affordable and beautiful location!! It's a quiet town with very reasonably priced housing and a high quality of life. Apartment costs are as reasonable as new home prices; 2-bedroom apartments go below $700/month. Lots of outdoor recreation, such as boating, fishing, water skiing, public tennis courts, public swimming pools, country clubs with golf, tennis and swimming, and the city has public golf courses. Fall and winter Texas hunting! Youth, college, and professional sports, plus a Rodeo. Enclosed malls with major department stores and outdoor shopping as well. Many theater live acts such as musicals, comedy and drama.

For consideration and/or full details, please email resume or contact: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST  
Duluth, Minnesota

ORGANIZED MENTORSHIP & lots of CROSS-TRAINING

This opportunity gives you the ability to grow a program that you feel passionate about – there is a great Director of Rehab here who supports growth of programs that PTs are motivated about

A newly built acute care hospital has added 3 PT openings

1. **Long Term Care PT** – (non-profit) (LTC beds are attached to the acute care hospital)
2. **Outpatient Pediatric PT** - with some generalist duties as adult outpatient/inpatient
3. **Generalist PT** – will be a mix of adult outpatient & inpatient (acute & LTC)

The Acute Care Hospital

- Rehab is newly remodeled/renovated...absolutely beautiful. Skilled Nursing Beds are in a building attached to the acute care hospital. Everything is brand new.

Outpatient Adult Rehab

- Newly remodeled Outpatient Rehab with private rooms and huge exercise room loaded with equipment

Outpatient Pediatrics:

- The Pediatric Suite has a Wall, Ropes, Swing, Sensory Room, Fine Motor Room
- Private Treatment Rooms --- Parent/Caregiver involvement
- There are 48 regularly seen pediatric patients; in addition to other new patients
- Age 2-18 years old; Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Genetic, Developmental Delays, ADHD...

General Info:

- A fabulous Director of Rehab that encourages you to develop programs in any areas of interest – you can really grow here with creating and implementing new ideas/programs.
- Seeking therapists that are pro-growth and can eventually build new programming – there is room to grow the Geriatric and Pediatric programs… or whatever you are passionate about
- 6-8 patients per day; therapists make the call as to amount of time for each patient
- Extremely team-oriented Rehab group:
  - 3 PT, 4 PTA, 5 OT, 2 COTA, 3 SLP
  - Board Certifications of staff: Sensory Integration, Sports Rehab, Lymphedema, Orthopaedics, SLP LOUD program, Incontinence

Mentorship: We have a very energetic team that love to teach/mentor! Many of our therapists also came on board as new graduates, and now they are mentors along with Director of Rehab

Schedule: Flexible 4 10s or 5 8s per week -- rare weekend (every 6th and on-call only)

Compensation:

- $30-$41/hour plus a $4,000 Sign On Bonus, & Continuing Education for Certifications, Courses, Conferences -- Relocation Package

Location:

Highly-desired city with arts and culture; a young vibrant community is growing here. The outdoors has a lot to offer with many parks, so many trails, fishing, and sailing; plus there are a lot of cycling/running trails within the rivers, creeks, and lakes. Also are nearby Ski Clubs with lodging. There are choices of colleges/universities. A city close to wilderness with all the amenities of large metropolitan city; a great place to live and visit with nightlife, dining, & shopping.

For consideration and/or full details, please email resume or contact: patty@clinipost.com Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com

CLINIPOST  
Medical Healthcare Search Firm
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – 100% Acute Care
Minneapolis, Minnesota
NEW POSITIONS OPENED MAY 2016

Continue to expand your knowledge with Cross-Training
Non-Profit Organization – a model of excellence providing patient-centered care

Overview:
- Work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
- Rotate all floors; a variety of patient diagnosis such as Critical Care, Surgery, Telemetry, Post Op, Ortho, Neuro, plus others
- Provide One on One treatment
- Be a part of our new group therapy for our overnight joint patients; growing orthopedic program
- To make the most of our PTs’ time, we have rehab orderly preparing schedules and working as a support system for our therapists
- Evaluate a patient’s strength, range of motion, balance, endurance, and functional mobility, such as getting into and out of bed, transferring, walking, and stair climbing
- Perform subsequent treatments
- Make recommendations for any durable medical equipment that a patient may need to be safe at home (cane, crutches, walker, wheelchair, etc.) and for follow-up therapy. Evaluate wheelchair skills when appropriate
- EPIC

Rehab Team:
- Join a dedicated rehab team who truly support each other. Work in a team environment; very supportive and flexible with schedules
  - 35 PTs and PTAs…plus 34 OTs and COTAs…plus 15 SLPs

Compensation:
Salary Range up to ~$100,000/year
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid
- Sign-On Bonus
- Relocation Package
- Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums
- Continuing Education: Annual $1,500/therapist

Location: a lot to offer all year long! Amazing arts, nightlife, large malls, many restaurants, natural beauty, nearby huge swimming beach, dog parks, markets, holiday parades/festivities, organized adult sports, numerous youth activities offered, tons of fishing options, community pools and aquatic programs, and weekly concerts in downtown.
Able to provide hospital link, benefits summary, and location details to viable candidates

For consideration and/or full details of, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com

CliniPost
Medical Healthcare Search Firm
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – 100% Acute Care
Outside of Salem, Oregon
High compensation and Tuition Loan reimbursement

Newly expanded hospital
All patient rooms moved to new area of the hospital, plus a gym built on surgery floor

Overview:
• Work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
• Rotate all floors; a variety of patient diagnosis such as Critical Care, Surgery, Telemetry, Post Op, Ortho (joint replacement), Neuro, plus others
• Provide One on One treatment
• New gym for inpatient patients; bar, table, stairs, weights, ...
• Electronic documentation; paperless
• Evaluate a patient’s strength, range of motion, balance, endurance, and functional mobility, such as getting into and out of bed, transferring, walking, and stair climbing
• About 12-15 patients per day
• Perform subsequent treatments – treat patients 2 times per day
• Make recommendations for any durable medical equipment that a patient may need to be safe at home (cane, crutches, walker, wheelchair, etc.) and for follow-up therapy. Evaluate wheelchair skills when appropriate

Rehab Team:
• Team environment – at least 2 PTs on each shift and 4 PTs on each shift Fridays; very supportive and flexible with time off
  o 4 day work week
  o T, W, Th, F ...or... F, Sat, Sun, M

Compensation:
Salary Range starts at $80,000 and goes up with experience
New grad: $80,000
• Onsite Interview Expenses paid
• Sign-On Bonus / Relocation Package - $15,000
• Tuition Loan Reimbursement for previous loans - $21,000
• Outstanding Benefits Package with unheard of low premiums (57/pay period)
• Continuing Education: Annual $1,600/therapist

Location:
It’s all about the outdoors; running/walking/biking trails, kayaking, fishing, camping, golf, parks with botanical gardens, natural wildlife park. A peaceful location with nearby metropolitan area for larger malls and other amenities. Absolutely picturesque natural landscaping. Oregon at its best!

For full details and/or to apply, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPIST
OR
INPATIENT NEURO WITH SUBACUTE & ACUTE PATIENTS
Summerville, SC

- Not-for-profit employer

OVERVIEW:
- Outpatient Clinic is a few years old with all newly purchased equipment
- Established mentorship program for the inpatient and outpatient, so that you succeed and reach your goals
- Therapy Team consists of a wide range of experience – from 1-2 years and up to 15 years
- Therapy team: 6-8 PTs, 3 PTAs, 5 OTs, 1 speech, plus a Director of Rehab PT
- Patients are adult & geriatric population
- Electronic documentation – paperless
- Patients are provided quality time and booked for 1 hour appointments, unless require less.
  Typically see 8-10 patients per day and all appointments are one-on-one
- Therapy Team (PT, OT, SLP) meet as a whole to discuss patient progress, updates, etc
- Recently brought on an additional Orthopedic surgeon

COMPENSATION:
- ~$67,000/year for non-experienced, and goes up for experienced – Permanent Hire
- Relocation Bonus of $3,000
- Comprehensive Benefits Package
- Tuition Loan Reimbursement
- Reimbursement for state licensure and association dues
- Annual $1,500 per therapist for continuing education

South Carolina: Excellent affordability, safe, and slower pace as well as access to a little fun with trendy places nearby, and within an hour to the coast. If you like the ocean although want to be inland enough to be safe from any weather that may cause a threat, this is an area that offers genuine friendliness of the residents which include young singles and young families, retires, great school district, and you are close to everything. It’s a fast growing community with an improved quality of life and lifestyle.

For full details and/or to apply, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com

Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST – Acute Care, Acute Rehab, & Skilled Nursing
~50% Acute Care, ~35% Acute Rehab, & ~15% Skilled Nursing

Outside Sacramento, California
Outdoors location; cost of living equal to Mid-West

MENTORSHIP & CROSS-TRAINING; welcoming new graduates & experienced PTs

A REWARDING CAREER ON EVERY LEVEL: (non-profit facility)
  - This is an Acute Care ~600-bed Teaching Hospital with an Inpatient Rehab Hospital on campus, plus Skilled Nursing beds on campus
  - Non-Profit Organization; high quality of patient care with challenging, meaningful work
  - Large rehab teams
  - Outstanding management team who provide a workplace that is a state-of-the-art facility with cutting-edge technology and using the latest treatment methods. Collaboration with teams focusing on what’s best for the patient. You will find a very supportive environment and staff who will keep you connected and informed; enabling you to deliver excellent care.
  - Schedule is M-F, 8-4:30

COMPENSATION:
  - Salary Range $38.50/hour and up – and eligible for overtime pay
  - Sign On Bonus: $5,000
  - Substantial Tuition Loan Reimbursement options $10,000
  - Additional Generous Relocation Package
  - Full Benefits Package with 401K
  - Continuing education funding for certifications, courses and conferences
  - Onsite interview costs paid for

LOCATION:
  - Access to mountains and beaches. It’s a very affordable cost of living location and ideally located - with metropolitan areas nearby. Cost of living is equal to the Mid-West. The surrounding scenery is absolutely breathtaking, and downtown is thriving with arts and dining. Rugged mountain vistas are backdrop of this beautiful city with its small-town feel. An active lifestyle and abundance of recreational opportunities helps maintain good health and physical fitness of residents. Outdoor enthusiasts enjoy recreational activities such as water skiing, snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking. Cultural events in the city’s live theaters, concert theaters, movie theaters, cultural centers, and art galleries.

For full details and/or to apply, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com

Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
ORGANIZED MENTORSHIP for Acute Care & CROSS-TRAINING on floors

(this is a non-profit facility)
- Teaching Hospital and Trauma center with over 400 acute care beds; full service health system & multiple campuses. There is steady expansion of the facility and its services
- Non-Profit Organization; high quality of patient care with challenging, meaningful work
- Large acute care rehab team (~8 - 10 PTs per shift)
- Outstanding management team who provide a workplace that is a state-of-the-art facility with cutting-edge technology and using the latest treatment methods. Collaboration with teams focusing on what's best for the patient. You will find a very supportive environment and staff who will keep you connected and informed; enabling you are able to deliver excellent care.
- Organized Mentorship!! If you are assigned to work Neuro or Ortho, there is cross-training in all other acute care floors. Likewise if assigned to other acute care floors, there is cross-training to Neuro and Ortho areas.
- Schedule: Fri, Sat, Sun, Mon
  - You can work 4 10s or 4 9s
  - On Fridays and Mondays, you would work with 8 other PTs
  - On Saturdays and Sundays, you would work with 4 other PTs
- Mentorship on all days

COMPENSATION:
- Salary Range $41/hour and up – and eligible for overtime pay
  - New grads start at $41/hour ($85,280/year)
- Sign On Bonus: $5,000
- Substantial Tuition Loan Reimbursement options $10,000
- Additional Generous Relocation Package
- Full Benefits Package with 401K
- Continuing education funding for certifications, courses and conferences
- Onsite interview costs paid for

LOCATION:
This area has access to mountains and beaches. Not a large metro, but all the amenities of one. The area offers a unique blend of activities and lifestyle that give young professionals and families plenty of reasons to want to live here. There are festivals, concerts, excellent schools, independent shops, top retailers, restaurants from fine dining to casual, sidewalk cafes, bakeries, and trendy taverns. Outdoor enthusiasts enjoy recreational activities such as water skiing, snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking. Cost of living is equal to the Mid-West.

For full details and/or to apply, please email resume to: patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
ORGANIZED MENTORSHIP & CROSS-TRAINING

A growing acute care hospital has added 3 PT openings

1. Long Term Care PT - (non-profit) (LTC beds are attached to the acute care hospital)
2. Outpatient Pediatric PT - with some generalist duties as adult outpatient/inpatient
3. Generalist PT – will be a mix of adult outpatient & inpatient (acute & LTC)

The Acute Care Hospital

- Rehab is newly remodeled/renovated...absolutely beautiful. Skilled Nursing Beds are in a building attached to the acute care hospital. Everything is new.

Outpatient Adult Rehab

- New Outpatient Rehab... There is a huge exercise room loaded with equipment.
- Private Treatment Rooms

Outpatient Pediatrics:

- The Pediatric Suite has a Wall, Ropes, Swing, Sensory Room, Fine Motor Room
- Private Treatment Rooms --- Parent/Caregiver involvement
- There are 48 regularly seen pediatric patients; in addition to other new patients
- Ages 2-18 years old -Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Genetic, Developmental Delays, ADHD, &more

General Info:

- A fabulous Director of Rehab that encourages you to develop programs in any areas of interest – you can really grow here with creating and implementing new ideas/programs.
- Seeking therapists that are pro-growth and can eventually build new programming – there is room to grow the Geriatric and Pediatric programs
- 6-8 patients per day; therapists make the call as to amount of time for each patient
- Extremely team-oriented Rehab group:
  - 3 PT, 4 PTA, 5 OT, 2 COTA, 3 SLP
  - Board Certifications of staff: Sensory Integration, Sports Rehab, Lymphedema, Orthopaedics, SLP LOUD program, Incontinence

Mentorship:

- We have a very energetic team that love to teach/mentor. Many of our therapists also came on board as a new graduate, and now they are the mentors along with Director of Rehab

Schedule: Flexible 4 10s or 5 8s per week

Weekends: Every 6th weekend; at times this may only be an “on call” type of weekend rotation

Compensation:

- $29-$41/hour plus a $4,000 Sign On Bonus, & Continuing Education for Certifications, Courses, Conferences -- Relocation Package of $3,000

Location:

Highly-desired city with arts and culture; a young vibrant community is growing here. The outdoors has a lot to offer with many parks, so many trails, fishing, and sailing; plus there are a lot of cycling/running trails within the rivers, creeks, and lakes. Also are nearby Ski Clubs with lodging. There are choices of colleges/universities. A city close to wilderness with all the amenities of large metropolitan city; a great place to live and visit with nightlife, dining, & shopping.

For consideration and/or full details, please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com

Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
Full-Time, Permanent, Direct-Hire opportunity
Organized MENTORSHIP for New Graduates
New Grads & Experienced welcome to apply!
Teaching Hospital

This is a rare opportunity in which a forward-thinking PT Manager will personally provide a thorough, prepared mentorship program to train you in Home Health

A REWARDING CAREER ON EVERY LEVEL:
- Non-Profit Organization; high quality of patient care with challenging, meaningful work
- Affiliated with large healthcare system; many Home Health patients recently discharged
- Department is growing due to increase volume of patients; there is no shortage of patients due to the affiliation with the acute care hospital and rehab hospital on the campus
- This is a very organized Mentorship provided for those without Home Health experience, including new graduates that have had exposure to Home Health
- Department is a very positive environment with recognition for achievements
- M-F, 8:00-5:00 - schedule is flexible
- Documentation is paperless - Laptop provided - Mileage reimbursement
- Paid for overtime hours; if you want to work past 40 hours, there is opportunity to pick up additional patients and be paid overtime hours

HOME HEALTH TEAM:
- Clinical Staff of 7 PTs, 3 OTs, and 1 SLP
- Reports to PT Manager of Home Health

COMPENSATION:
- Salary Range up to $52/hour - paid for any overtime
- Sign On Bonus: $5,000
- Tuition Loan Reimbursement; $10,000 plus additional option for Tuition Loans
- Additional Generous Relocation Package
- Full Benefits Package with 401K
- Continuing education with funding for courses, certifications, conferences

PACIFIC STATES LOCATION:
Ideally located close to beaches and mountains - with many metropolitan areas nearby. The surrounding scenery is absolutely breathtaking, and downtown is thriving with arts and dining. Rugged mountain vistas are backdrop of this beautiful city with its small-town feel. An active lifestyle and abundance of recreational opportunities helps maintain good health/physical fitness of residents. Outdoor enthusiasts enjoy recreational activities such as water skiing, snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking. Cultural events in city's live theaters, concert theaters, movie theaters, cultural centers, art galleries.

For consideration and/or full details, please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
PHYSICAL THERAPIST 100% Outpatient  
(50% at Neuro Clinic and 50% at Ortho/Neuro Clinic)

Outside Sacramento, California  
Outdoors location; cost of living equal to Mid-West

Organized MENTORSHIP for New Graduates  
Teaching Hospital

In this job, you will work with a team of PTs in outpatient settings. There are a number of outpatient clinics affiliated with this teaching hospital...this PT will spend part of each week at the following 2 clinics:

- The **100% Neuro Clinic** is on the campus and the **75% Ortho/25% Neuro Clinic** is nearby
- The PT will work with a team of other PTs
- Mentorship is absolutely provided
- Non-Profit organization, and therefore all about quality of patient care
- State-of-the-art technology as far as facility and documentation, and the latest in treatment methods for patient care
- Be a part of a large growing healthcare system; so much opportunity for growth and advancement within – in addition, they have a stellar reputation which makes this a top-notch employer to have on your resume

COMPENSATION:

- Starts at $36/hour and up based on experience
- A very generous relocation package
- An additional $5,000 Sign On Bonus
- Tuition Reimbursement options for any previous school loans $10,000
- Annual Continuing Education money per therapist
- Full Benefits package

PACIFIC STATES LOCATION:
It’s a mid-size city with metropolitan amenities. There are very beautiful picturesque places to live. There is a small-town feel to it; with many recreational activities available. It’s a place to enjoy a more outdoor lifestyle with easy access to mountains and easy drive to beaches. Outdoor enthusiasts enjoy recreational activities such as water skiing, snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking. There are live theaters, concert theaters, movie theaters, and art galleries. You will find restaurants from casual to fine dining, plus trendy taverns, and shopping malls with top retailers. This is a place where you can live close by to the more populated area, or you can choose to live more in the mountains with easy access to this very large healthcare campus with multiple health buildings. It’s a very unique setting for sure; with a very affordable cost of living.

For consideration and/or full details, please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com  
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com

CLINIPOST  
Medical Healthcare Search Firm
PHYSICAL THERAPIST 100% Outpatient Clinic  
(70% Neuro and 30% Ortho)  
Outside Sacramento, California  
Outdoors location; cost of living equal to Mid-West  

Organized MENTORSHIP for New Graduates  
This job would be for someone looking for a smaller outpatient setting – it’s very hands on with the patients... because you would be working with a couple other PTs and PTAs, but with this smaller setting you will get personal relationships built with the regular patients.  

- The PT will work with a team of other PTs  
- Mentorship is absolutely provided  
- Non-Profit organization, and therefore all about quality of patient care  
- State-of-the-art technology as far as facility and documentation, and the latest in treatment methods for patient care  
- Be a part of a large growing healthcare system; so much opportunity for growth and advancement within – in addition, they have a stellar reputation which makes this a top-notch employer to have on your resume  

COMPENSATION:  
- $36/hour and up based on experience  
- A very generous relocation package  
- An additional $5,000 Sign On Bonus  
- Tuition Reimbursement options for any previous school loans $10,000  
- Annual Continuing Education money per therapist  
- Full Benefits package  

LOCATION:  
The Clinic is in a small rural town just outside of a large size city. The large size city has so much to offer if you are looking for metropolitan amenities. This location is good for outdoor enthusiasts that enjoy hiking, mountain climbing, long distance cycling, running paths, canoeing and rafting. The scenery is absolutely picturesque with mountain views. It is so well situated that you are an easy drive to large metropolitan areas too. You can live in the large size city since it’s a very easy drive to the smaller town.  

For consideration and/or full details, please email your resume to patty@clinipost.com  
Patty Wyatt / direct 469.626.5161 / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com
Physical Therapist Position Available

If you are a new grad or an experienced Physical Therapist looking for a great job in a great place, then we may be what you need.

Active Recovery Physical Therapy is a therapist owned outpatient clinic in Oak Hill & Hico, WV.

We are currently looking for a dynamic Physical Therapist with a strong interest in manual therapy and exercise prescription.

Our focus is on manual skills, exercise, and education. We are committed to excellence in rehabilitation, injury prevention, health and wellness, utilizing hands-on physical therapy techniques and evidence based exercise prescription.

Benefits:  
• Flexible Schedule  
• Generous Paid Vacation  
• Simple IRA Retirement plan  
• Onsite Fitness Center & CrossFit  
• Continuing education benefit  
• Health Insurance  
• Reasonable Case Load  
• Great Area to Live  
• Supportive learning environment for new graduates.

Incentives & Compensation:  
• Sign On Bonus  
• Competitive Salary  
• Quarterly Bonus  
• Retention Bonus

We are located in the heart of the New River Gorge area; an area known for its world class whitewater, climbing and mountain biking.

Contact Debra Pories at 304-465-3654 for additional information or send your resume via e-mail to dfpories@suddenlinkmail.com or fax to 304-465-8551

Visit our web page at www.ActiveRecoveryPT.com
Now Hiring
Physical Therapist
Full-time – Outpatient Orthopedics

Ministry Door County Medical Center
10560 Applewood Rd
Sister Bay, Wisconsin

Overview:
Ministry Door County Medical Center is now hiring a full-time Outpatient Physical Therapist to join their highly trained rehabilitation services team in Sister Bay.

The position includes exposure to a variety of populations/diagnoses including ortho, neuro, post-op, vestibular/balance, and women’s health.

Opportunities in Skilled Nursing and Home Health are also available!

Job Requirements:
• Eligible for Wisconsin state licensure as a Physical Therapist.
• Work as a team player with confidence and independence.
• Prior experience is preferred but not necessary.

Join Our Team:
This is an exciting opportunity to join a highly regarded healthcare provider in beautiful Door County, Wisconsin.

New graduates are welcome to apply.

Learn More:
Brianne Hemingway - 414-465-8897 (call or text)
brianne@careertreenetwork.com

About Ministry Door County Medical Center:
Ministry Door County Medical Center is a fully accredited, acute-care hospital and outpatient medical center, with 25 licensed beds. Ministry Door County Medical Center has been serving the health care needs of the greater Door County area since 1943.

The hospital offers a full range of services and specialties, a skilled nursing facility, a rehab service department with 5 locations, and Ministry North Shore Medical Clinic. More than 175 physicians serve on the medical staff.

Physical Therapy specialty areas include: in-patient, out-patient, skilled nursing, home health, women’s health, vestibular rehab, sports medicine, schools, and birth-to-three.
TherapyWorks  Vibrant Health ~ Caring Professionals

A growing dynamic outpatient Physical Therapy Practice and Wellness / Sports Performance Center located in Lawrence, Kansas is seeking an energetic and highly motivated Physical Therapist to join our growing team. Ideal Therapist will possess excellent clinical and communication skills, must maintain exceptional rapport with patients, staff and referral sources while being open to growth and expansion.

Minimal requirements: A degree from an accredited Physical Therapy program and eligibility for Kansas licensure.

Please send resume to:
TherapyWorks P.A.
1311 Wakarusa STE 1000, Lawrence, KS 66049
Phone: (785) 749-1300
Fax: (785) 749-4746
E-mail: katymaxwell@therapyworks.org
At **Trustpoint Rehabilitation**, we are guided by these key principles:

- We treat all patients and employees with dignity and respect.
- We value teamwork; respect is earned, not assigned based on job title or position.
- We are only as good as our last patient outcome; therefore, we constantly strive to improve our patients’ satisfaction and functional gains.

**It is our goal to provide our Team Members with everything they need to passionately and successfully practice our Guiding Principles.**

We offer:

- State-of-the-art Equipment, beautiful hospital
- Competitive Compensation and Benefits
- Sign on Bonus and relocation assistance
- Online CEU’s

**We are currently recruiting for dynamic Therapy Team Members to join our Team!!**

**Physical Therapist**

Submit your resume to lauragranger@ernesthealth.com
For more information please call 740-360-7139 or visit http://www.trustpointhospital.com also visit www.ernesthealth.com

4302 Princeton St
Lubbock, Texas 79415
806.749.2222

EOE
Now Hiring
Physical Therapist
Full-time – Hospital System
Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Reedsburg, WI

Overview:
Reedsburg Area Medical Center is now hiring a full-time Physical Therapist who will join a highly qualified team of therapy professionals. This rewarding position will offer the opportunity to work with a diverse patient population mainly in outpatient and inpatient settings along with outreach programs.

Work schedule would include working 40 hours per week, with rotating weekends & holidays. Opportunity for program development is also available.

Both new grads and experienced PTs will be considered.

Job Requirements:
• Eligibility for Wisconsin state licensure as a Physical Therapist.
• Professionalism, accuracy, and dependability are essential.
• CPR Certification

Join Our Team:
Experience in treating in an inpatient setting and orthopedics is preferred. Experience in pediatrics or women’s health is desirable. Expand your career, practice in an environment that promotes individual growth, and evidence based medicine.

This position offers a flexible schedule, includes a generous compensation and benefits package.

Learn More:
Brianne Hemingway - 414-231-3500 (call or text)
brianne@careertreenetwork.com

About Reedsburg Area Medical Center:
Reedsburg Area Medical Center has been a part of the community since 1902. As a healthcare leader and integrated hospital system, they serve over 23,000 people in the greater Reedsburg area, and employ more than 500 people.
To Pacific University Physiotherapy graduates:

Complete Chiropractic & Sports Therapy (CCST) in Calgary, Alberta is looking for a part-time or full-time Physiotherapist.

Our clinic is an evidence-informed, patient-centered, results-oriented, multi-disciplinary practice consisting of sports chiropractic and massage therapy looking to add a physiotherapist.

We are looking for a physiotherapist who is keen on building a practice using a one-on-one treatment model. A manual therapy background or interest as well as training to provide acupuncture services are an asset.

Currently, there is very little competition within the surrounding neighborhoods, which is a rarity for inner city practices. We also offer competitive wages (likely higher than our regional industry standards) and flexible hours.

Our clinic is located in inner city Calgary in the community of West Hillhurst. We are directly across from the beautiful Bow River and its very busy bike and footpath.

To apply for this job please email your CV to info@ccstcalgary.com or call our clinic at 403-245-2686 for more information.

Congratulations on joining a very rewarding profession and best of luck!

Kind regards,
CCST
Join our Team!

Step By Step Care Group is Now Hiring Enthusiastic and Motivated Physical Therapist with a strong interest in pediatrics.

We are Located in downtown Lincoln Park, and servicing Chicagoland area.

We offer:
Mentoring and Supervision
Competitive rates
Continuing Education training
In-services for staff
Benefits package
Performance bonus
Full and Part time hours available

Send inquiries to the attention of Kitsa Antonopoulos at info@stepbystepcaregroup.com
Why consider RehabVisions?
A therapist and family-owned company, we support our people in patient-centered environments; provide flexibility; opportunities for growth; and good people to work with. Learn a lot more at www.RehabVisions.com

Physical Therapist Openings

IOWA
Corning (southwest of Des Moines) – part time position (15-20 hours per week) hospital based outpatient position with some possible home health. New grad or experienced therapist.

Council Bluffs (Omaha metro area in southwest Iowa) – full time 30 hours per week in skilled nursing.

Fairfield (south of Iowa City) – full time position hospital based with inpatient and outpatient.

Guthrie Center (west of Des Moines) – part time, possible full time position, or regular PRN at a skilled nursing facility. Possible outpatient practice also. Could be a leadership role.

Harlan and Audubon (west central Iowa) – full time position in skilled nursing facilities. New grad with SNF clinical or experienced therapist.

Red Oak (southwest of Omaha/Council Bluffs metro area) – full time or part time (3 days per week) in skilled nursing facilities. Includes some outpatient practice also.

Red Oak (southwest of Omaha/Council Bluffs metro area) – full time hospital based outpatient position. Some possible inpatient evals and/or home health. Opportunity for women’s health development.

Sigourney (southwest of Iowa City) – PRN or part time position in skilled nursing. Some work in Kalona skilled nursing.

Waukon (northeast IA) – PRN in skilled nursing during day hours. Will include skilled nursing in Lansing.

West Union (northeast IA) – Full time or part time position. Hospital based inpatient and outpatient.

KANSAS
Hutchinson (central KS) – full time or part time position in large skilled nursing facility. Skilled nursing experience required.

Iola (southeast Kansas) – part time or full time position hospital based with inpatient, outpatient, and home health.

Satanta (southwest Kansas) – PRN Inpatient and outpatient.

MISSOURI
Eldon & Osage Beach (Lake of the Ozarks resort area) – full time position outpatient pediatrics and ortho. Includes variety such as sports med, work hardening, and aquatics. New grad or experienced therapist.

NEBRASKA
Valentine (north central) – Valentine (north central Nebraska) – Full time or part time position in skilled nursing facility with some work at the hospital (inpatient and outpatient). PRN work also available at the hospital which includes inpatient and outpatient.

NEW MEXICO
Tucumcari (between Albuquerque) – full time position hospital based includes inpatient, outpatient and home health. New grad or experienced therapist.

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson (western ND along I-94) – Rehab Director position – full time in a skilled nursing facility and assisted living facility. Leadership and skilled nursing experience required. Up to $7,500 sign on bonus.

Dickinson (western ND along I-94) – part time to full time in a large skilled nursing facility. PRN also available weekdays and weekends.

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen (western coastline west of Olympia) – full time position primarily outpatient with some inpatient. Includes some work in Elma and Westport.

Ephrata (central WA near Moses Lake) – full time position hospital based – primarily inpatient with some outpatient. New spacious Rehab Department. New grad or experienced therapist.

NATIONWIDE
Traveler positions – nationwide locations with new locations/facilities opening up frequently. Exciting opportunity to see the country, experience a variety of work settings, and meet other therapists who have a wide range of skills and experiences. New grads or experienced therapists welcome. Most assignments last 13 weeks with the opportunity to extend the assignment, get hired on permanently, or go to another assignment of your choice. Great pay, housing provided and full benefit package available.

RehabVisions
11623 Arbor St, Omaha, NE 68144

For more information, please contact:
Marie Andersen
800-334-1919 X 6022
mandersen@rehabvisions.com

11/05/2014
5.20.14

Job Description:

A great Outpatient Clinic is looking for an experienced or newly graduated, hard-working Physical Therapist / PT to join their growing team in the Eugene OR and Coos Bay region.

The Physical Therapist / PT is responsible for the assessment of referred patients that require rehabilitation services which includes; providing direct patient care to assess their medical condition, functional capabilities, limitations and restrictions and potential for rehabilitation. Also, the Physical Therapist / PT will establish and administer a treatment program with specific goals determined according to the patient's capacity and tolerance under the direction of the Physician. As well, the Physical Therapist / PT must set realistic and achievable goals for their patients, document and record the patient's condition and educate patients and families in an appropriate physical therapy method.

Requirements include:

Must have graduated from an accredited school. Current state license as a Registered Physical Therapist / PT or proactively in the process of the application process for current state licensure as a Registered Physical Therapist / PT. Current CPR certification. Develop a plan of care for each physical therapy patient. Provide skilled physical therapy services / interventions in accordance with physician orders. Assesses patient needs, plans for, evaluates and modifies care to meet goals of physical therapy interventions. Collaborates with all disciplines to plan and evaluate team goals for each patient.

Qualified candidates may submit your resume to ahp@ahcpros.net
Accurate Healthcare Professionals
2200 Buechel Ave
Ste 101
Louisville, KY 40218

Accurate Healthcare Professionals
2200 Buechel Avenue Suite 101
Louisville, KY 40218
Phone (502) 671-0996 Fax (502)671-0976
Toll Free: 1-855-600-3727
www.accuratehealthcareprofessionals.com
Good Afternoon-

CompHealth is delighted to share the details of our New Permanent Physical Therapy opening:

- Critical Access Hospital located in SW Kentucky,
- Permanent Outpatient Physical Therapy opening with occasional Inpatient
- Mentoring Program for New Grads
- It's also a great place to move to with your family as there is an extremely low crime rate and you are not a far drive from major cities'
- 25k Loan Repay Package along with a Sign on and Relocation Assistance

Please call Eric Halpern at 954-837-2621 or eric.halpern@comphealth.com for more details.

Eric Halpern
Sr. Search Consultant | Rehab | CompHealth Permanent Placement

Office: 954.837.2621 | Fax: 800.438.1184 | Cell: 954-336-8913
eric.halpern@comphealth.com
6451 North Federal Highway, Suite 701 | Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
Eastern Oregon Physical Therapy-Pendleton, Oregon has an opening for a full time Physical Therapist. This clinic has been providing care in Pendleton for over 25 years. This opportunity would provide experience, growth, and development in a great clinical setting that includes two additional company clinics in a 45 mile radius. Services consist of Outpatient therapy, with opportunities to expand into women’s health and hand therapy. Benefits include salaried position, health insurance with dental options, 401K, paid time off, and paid continuing education. New graduates are welcome to apply. Interested parties can fax a resume to Ty at 801-987-8619 or email to tberrett@rmtsinc.com.

Toppenish Physical Therapy (TPT) in Toppenish, Washington has an opening for a full time Outpatient Physical Therapy Director. TPT has been providing care in Toppenish for over 25 years with a sound history of care in outpatient, acute care and school district services. This opportunity would provide experience, growth, and development in a great clinical setting that includes two additional company clinics in a 30 mile radius. Services consist of Outpatient therapy, hospital acute care and school district services. Benefits include salaried position, health insurance with dental options, 401K, paid time off, and paid continuing education. Opportunities exist for shared ownership as well. New graduates are welcome to apply. Interested parties can fax a resume to Ty at 801-987-8619 or email to tberrett@rmtsinc.com.

Everson Physical Therapy-Everson, Washington has an opening for a full time Physical Therapist. This clinic has been providing care in Everson for over 30 years. This opportunity would provide experience, growth, and development in a great clinical setting. Services consist of Outpatient therapy, with opportunities to expand based on clinician specialties or certifications. Benefits include salaried position, health insurance with dental options, 401K, paid time off, and paid continuing education. New graduates are welcome to apply. Interested parties can fax a resume to Ty at 801-987-8619 or email to tberrett@rmtsinc.com.